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Duality for Hypergeometric Period Matrices

By Michitake KITA *) and Keiji MATSUMOTO* *)

(Communicated by Kiyosi IT6, M. J. A., Sept. 12, 1995)

We present some basic identities for the
hypergeometric period matrices associated with
the integrals of Euler type. Our main theorem
shows not only identities classically known for
integrals expressing hypergeometric series such
as

(i)
F(c) fo taF(a) r(c a) (1 t)

(1 tx) -b (1 ty) -"
dt

t(1 t)
F(c) t,F(b)F(b’)F(c b b’) ; s>o,t>o s

’l--s-t>O

ds A dt
(1 s- t)--’ (1 sx- t) - st(1 s- t)

but also identities for various hypergeometric
functions. The full context of the theory will be
published elsewhere.

Let M(k + 1, + 2) be the set of (k + 1)
x (n + 2) complex matrices such that any (k + 1)-
minor does not vanish" for an element x
(Xij)Oik,Ojn+l M(k + 1, n + 2), put

k

L L(t, x) Y tx,,
i=O

H H(x) {t P L(t, x) 0},
n+l

T(x) P-- g(x),
j=O

x<J> det(Xiim) O<_i,m<_k,

where t- (to, tk) is a homogeneous coordin-
ate system of the complex projective space pk
and J- {J0,"" ", Jk}, 0 <_ Jo < Jl < < Jk
+ 1 denotes a multi-index. We define a multi-

ga
valued function U (t, x) and holomorphic
k-forms 9]- 9](t, x) on T(x) M(k + 1, n + 2)
by

n+l

U(t, x) H L(t, x)’/H x<J> (%+’"+’)/(),
1=o J

9(t, x) d log(Lo(t, x)/Lil(t, x))
/k /k d 1og(L/k_l (t, x)/L, (t, x))

where
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-n+lt9/ (G0, ", Cgn+l) Cgj ( C \ Z "--’j=O Cgj 0.
Let be a fixed element of M(k + 1, n + 2)

of the following form:
1 1 1 0

2o 2 2 0

a l-" o

1

0 0 < < < ,;
since <J> is positive for any ], we assign the
argument of <J> by requiring arg(<) 0.
Let By- Ay() be the simplex in P(R) P
defined by the inequalities
(-- 1)-(L(t, )/Ln+(t, )) > O, j J;
we assign the argument of L/L,+ on By by

arg(L(t, )/Ln+(t, )) (- m).
Note that By H for j < j < j+" we de-

+ +form By to By Ay() T()so that it is
avoiding H, Jm < J < Jm+l and that the argu-

ments of L/L+ are assigned by
(k- m 1) arg(L(t, )/L+(t, ))

(k m), for Jm < J < Jm+l"
Let A] A] () be a deformation of A] near H,
jJ on which the arguments of L/Ln+ are

assigned by

arg(Lm(t, )/L+l(t, )) (k- m),
forjm J

(k- m)u arg(L(t, )/L,+l(t, ))
(k-- m-- 1), forjm <J<Jm+l;

see the following figure.
k=l

0 Hjm+l Hjm+1-1 Hjm+l Him
Jm+l Jm+l-1 jm+l Him 0 ::-
k=2

Fig.
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The assignment of arguments above defines
the branch U(t, k) of U +

on A. Let )’7(a;t,
+Ck) denote the pair of the simplex Aj and the

branch U2i(t, ) and 7"7(or;t, ) the pair of

A- and U.ay(t, ). For general x M(k 4-1,
+n + 2), we continuously deform T] (o; t, ) and

T7 (a;t, ) along a path O from to x in M(k + 1,
+ +n + 2), thus defining 7) (or) 2) (or; t, x) and

rT(a) T](cr;t, x)" note that they depend on
the choice of O.

We define functions f;(cr;x) and f,(c ;x)
on M(k + 1, n + 2) by

Fu(cr x) <(.tol(t, x), )’ff(cr; t, x)>

f u(x)(t, x)oi(t, x),
(x)

where I and ] are multi-indices; we do not need
to worry about divergence of the integrals (cf.
[7]). Since T] (c t., x) depend on the choice of a
path p from to x, Fu(c x) are multi-valued
on M(k + 1, n + 2) refer to [8] for monodromy
groups.

For g GL+(C) and r- (to,’-., r+1)
(C*) ’+, take a path g(s)from 1+ to g in

GL+I(C) and a path r(s) from (1,’", 1) to r in
(C*)+ in order to define Fu(c;g’x" r) by the
continuation of Fz](c ;x)along the path gxr(s)

g(s).x, diag(ro(S), , r,+(s)) in M(k + 1,
n + 2). The facts that gxr(s)(j)- det(g(s))
x(J) II r(s), L(t, gxr(s)) L(tg(s), x)r(s),

n+l

=o c 0, and that the integrals are indepen-
dent of the choice of the coordinate t, show

Fu(cr; g.x.r) Fu(cr;x)
for any choice of the paths.

Lemma. The functions F(a ;x) are defined
on the double quotient space
X(k+l, n+2)

GLa+ (C) \ M(k + 1, n + 2)/(C*)/.
We call X(k + 1, n + 2) the configuration

pspace of n + 2 hyperplanes on in general
position and denote by {x] the element of X(k + 1,
n 4- 2) represented by x M(k -4- 1, n + 2).

Let Io, In+ and Jo, Jn+l be multi-indices of
type

Io- (0, il,.-., ik}, I,+ (i,..-, i, n + 1},
1 Nil< <i gn

Jo {0, il,-’’, ik}, ]n+l-- {J’l,"" ", Jk, n + 1},
1 -<Jl < <Jk <- n.

//o+ (Of Ix]) (Fo+]o (ol x) ) ,o]o and

//2+l(a" IX]) (F[+ (a" X))inn+l l’J+l
where Io’s, Jo’s and In+ ’s, ]+1 "s are arranged lex-
icograDhically, are called the hypergeometric period
matrices of type (k, n) with parameter on the con-
figuration space X(k + 1, n + 2).

The spaces X(k + l, n + 2) and X(1+ I,
n + 2), 1- n- k, are isomorphic; an isomorph-
ism _1_ is given as follows" for x M(k + 1,
n+2), there uniquely exists x M(I+I,
n + 2) modulo SL+I(C) such that x<J>
x’q> where] {Jo, Jl j} ]z= "’,1"

j.L,L/I,o<J/<"" <j.+<_n+l,j
{0,1,’--,n, n + 1}. The isomorphism _L is

defined by
_J_’X(k + 1, n + 2) [x]

[x]" [x’] X(1 + 1, n + 2).
For g GL,(C), put
A g (det (gpq) pp,qQ) po GL () (C),
P {Pl,"’, P}, Q- {ql,’", q},

where P’s and Q’s are arranged lexicographical-
ly; we have
A (gig2) (A kgl) (/ kg2), gl, g2 GL, (C).

Main Theorem (Duality for hypergeometric
period matrices).
(2) Ho+(a Ix]) V(a) E,(AIh(a) -1)

H-+I (-- a Ix] +/-) (A Ih (a) -1) tE.
where

V(ol) enrc-Z-ae(n-1)rc/-Zl a erc/-l an-1

F(ao)"" F(On)
/’(-- an.l_ 1)

L.(a) 2rv- 1 diag(1/Crl, 1/cr2,’" ",1/cr.),
2n’--I (ao+a1)

(eIh (a) diag ,.,/=ie

2f02e --1

2n’/-- (do+ ...+an)

)
and Ekn- (eioJ)ioJ is an anti-diagonal

/ n
) x

k

k
matrix given by

eioJ_
(-- 1) +’’’+’ ifIo-Jo-- {O, jl,’",

0 if Io =/= Jo

The path from [t] [] to [x] +/-

defining //n-+l
(-- a; [x] +/-) is the 1-image of the path defining
//o+ (a Ix]).

Remark 1. The duality says componentwise

F+’o (a [x]), CF[o.(--cr’, [x] )
for a constant c which can be expressed in terms
of components of intersection matrices Ich(O)-
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(r0, (a),(o,, 9,+> and Ih(a) +

(--))i; these matrices were studied in [2]
and [6], respectively.

To prove the main theorem, we need three
propositions whose proofs are referred to [1], [2],
[], [6] and [9].

Prosition 1 (Invariant Gauss-Manin sys-
tems). The hypergeometric period matrix
[]) satisfies the following differential equation

dH(a; [w]) ([w])H(a [w]),
where 0a ( [x] ) (01%Io) Iolo iS given by

x<j-+o>
0oo m d log

x<J>+ a dlog X<Jo>
1

( )d log x<J>,
()

a m+# {i lo{Jm}0o, ( 1) aj
<j><j+0>

dlog
XJo<0><J0x+>’

Oy 0 for other (Io, Jo),
here J dees the multi-index 0{Jm}) U {j},
j A,jI.

Prosition 2 (Twisted Riemann period rela-
tions for 1).
(3) g[+(- a; [])Ih(a)-tg(a; []) I(a).

Prosition 3 (edge formulae for period mat-
rices).

( [3) g (a [3),
H+- (a []), H+(a []),

in particular,
(a []) u(a [])

j. u ,o,..., V(

(A sketch of a proof of the main theorem.)
A straightforward calculation shows that the
right hand side of (2) satisfies the differential
equation in Proposition 1. Thus we have only to
show the identity (2) at the point []. By the
property [t]x [] and by taking the /-fold
wedge product of (3), we have
( ’L, (a) -) ( ’H+(- a []))(’Ih(a) -)

’(’ Hi(a; []))-
then Laplace’s expansion formula and Proposition
3 conclude the main theorem.

Remark2. When k I and n: 3, we can
see the equality in (1) by comparing the both
sides of the top-left components of (2) for para-
meters

10 a, 1- C- a 2- b,
O3 b’, a4 b + b’- c,

and by using the formula
27cv/- 1 --e

F(a) F(-- a) 2z/-aa e --1
The top-row vectors of (2) lead the identities
among single integrals and double integrals that
are fundamental solutions of Appell’s F1. For
general (k, n), the both sides of the top-left com-
ponents of (2) are expressed by the hypergeomet-
tic series of type (k + 1, n + 2) studied in [7],
and the Io-th row vectors of (2) lead the identi-
ties among k-fold integrals and /-fold integrals

that are fundamental solutions of the hyper-
geometric differential equation of type (k + 1,
n + 2) with parameters a(Io) (’’’, ci(I0),’"-),
where

ai-- 1 if i Io,c(Io) o if i:Io.
Refer to [3], [41 and [7].
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